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Abstract. Interior and external environment of the high-speed train are connected by the ventilation 
system, but the structure of the complex ventilation system and slenderness is relatively large, and 
therefore can be a one-dimensional assumption. This paper selects IC06 carriage of high-speed train 
CRH380B EMU as the research. The results calculated were compared with the design, and the 
one-dimensional modelling method is reasonable. The use of the one-dimensional simulation 
proved by means of high-speed train carriage and ventilation system to study reliability, so you can 
use the modelling approach other conditions to predict the environmental conditions inside the train 
carriages. 

Introduction 
Interior environment of the high-speed train is to contact the external environment through the 
ventilation system, and the current interior environmental studies of high-speed train are mostly 
separate. The carriage as a research object, given the carriage inlet and outlet boundary conditions 
for numerical simulation [1-3], which ignores the influence of the ventilation system of the interior 
environment, reducing the accuracy of the results. However, the composition of the complex 
ventilation system, air inlet, grill, controllable dampers, ducts, air conditioning units, air orifice, 
return air valves, waste discharge unit like a series of complex parts [4,5], these three-dimensional 
structures are built mild and simulation would require huge computing resources can be achieved 
only in such a case, taking into account the efficiency of research, and in the case the length is much 
larger than the hydraulic diameter of the ventilation duct, the one-dimensional ventilation system of 
the high-speed train will be a high accuracy[6], and thus the carriage and ventilation system were 
one-dimensional model, numerical simulation research has become an important research tool. This 
paper selects carriage IC06 of  the high-speed train CRH380B EMU as an object of study, 
according to the model to determine the one-dimensional simulation of the desired geometric 
parameters and technical parameters based on one-dimensional simulation software 
FLOWMASTER established carriage and ventilation system analysis model through simulation and 
with the design results were compared to verify the reasonableness and accuracy of the one-
dimensional model, which is used to prove that the use of a one-dimensional simulation by means 
of high-speed train carriage and ventilation system reliability study. 

FLOWMASTER computing introduction 
FLOWMASTER conduct in the use of simulation, fluid grid can be seen as a series of fluid piping 
components, component model is mainly based on the pressure - flow relationship. Between piping 
components connected by nodes. Mobile network in the various components of the conservation of 
mass and energy conservation is given the export algebraic equation to describe. These algebraic 
equations generally f (pressure, flow) = 0 for linear equations. That is, the fluid in the pipe network 
components is seen as resistance members, each pipe and valves equivalent impedance positive 
effect. Pumps fans and other negative effects of the equivalent impedance, all elements of resistance 
can be determined according to the corresponding flow, pressure head or power factor, such a fluid 
network simplifies problem solving a system of linear equations has become a problem. 
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FLOWMASTER solving is based matrix solver to solve the entire model. As shown in Fig.1, for a 
simple network diagram. 

 
Fig. 1 Matrix solver schematic 

Fig. 1 for the network model, its analysis matrix [7]: 
Wherein, in the matrix of coefficients is determined by the parameters of the corresponding 
elements. When the entire network system to solve the model will be used to set the initial flow is 
solved, when solved after completion of the first, got the pressure of each node, and then the 
pressure can be obtained by a new flow, therefore, the matrix each factor will be modified to be 
solved again. For the solution process the entire network model, this is through an iterative process 
to achieve reciprocation until all the results have reached the preset time residuals. At last the 
calculation is complete. 
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The carriage and ventilation system model 
Fig.2 shows the high-speed train from CRH380B models IC06 carriage looks relatively smooth, 
only the air conditioning unit was outstanding shape. There can be seen the type of carriage a 
combination of fresh air ventilation system parts, exhaust section and return air section together. 
New air vents and grille section includes a new, pressure protection valves, mixing box, air 
conditioning units, the new wind blowing Road, spoiler, air porous roof, windows and under the 
foot outlet and other components; where the air conditioning unit structure shown in Figure1, 
includes an evaporator, an expansion valve, an electric heater, two fan assembly, air filter, air 
pressure switches and other components. Section includes vehicle exhaust air vents and grilles, 
exhaust duct, waste discharge unit, air vents and grille. Partly because of the return air and is 
directly connected to the mixing tank, only controlled by an electric valve, no duct, simple structure, 
as shown in Fig.2. 

 
Fig.2 Ventilation system diagram of carriage IC06 
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Because the model is too complicated, too much components, parameter settings uncertainty is 
too large, in order to make the system modeling process from modeling process piping affect 
change, and to simplify the system, without affecting the calculation made on the basis of some 
necessary simplification. 

1) CRH380B models of pressure protection valve has only two modes is open or closed, in 
normal operation, the valve is always open, so you can ignore the part in the establishment of a 
vascular network systems. 

2) Air conditioning mixing box is just a confluence of container shaped like a Y-pipe, the drag 
coefficient is small, and therefore considered as a modeling point of convergence. 

3) Because they do not analyze the changes of temperature field inside, so you can simplify the 
modeling part of refrigeration and air conditioning, the air conditioning system air filters, electric 
heaters, evaporators reduced to simple resistance element is calculated based on local resistance: 
Get the air filter is calculated according to local resistance, local resistance evaporator, fan heaters, 
heater duct silencers, air conditioning units and other components added resistance. 
The formula is: 

2

2
Z ν ρξ=                                               (2)                                                                                                                        

Unit: Pa. 
Where: ζ-- local resistance coefficient, look-up table can be obtained. 
ρ-- Fluid density in kg / m3. 
v-- Flow velocity in m / s. 
The total resistance of the pipe section is provided local resistance Z, is calculated using the lcoal 

resistance coefficient: 

2

2Zξ
ν ρ

′ =                                                  (3) 

4) The supply duct system lines appearing in the majority of the exhaust pipe is a straight pipe, is 
only a few individual bends and corners very small, which produces additional resistance relative to 
the entire pipe network resistance is quite small, So the elbow ventilation ducts are omitted meter, 
are used instead of straight pipe. 

5) For the pipeline, in connection with the main duct drainage play the role of spoiler fresh air, so 
it can be simplified to the resistance elements. 

6) For the plates, as well as modeling the window slit outlet, have simplified plate model, its 
parameter settings only need to enter the actual area and the effective orifice area, so the closest 
outlet to send the real situation. 
Ventilation systems and air-conditioning system for the main components of the waste exhaust fan 
unit. Intake and exhaust fans are centrifugal fans, model shown in Fig.3. 

 
Fig.3   Simplified model of centrifugal fan 

d = diameter of the impeller, Q1 = inlet volume flow, Q2 = export volume flow, P1 = centrifugal 
fan inlet pressure, P2 = outlet pressure centrifugal blower. 

In FLOWMASTER, the description for setting the fan performance indicators is included more 
than a few. In the selection of performance indicators used in the calculation, including fan wind, 
air pressure, effective power, shaft power, efficiency of the fan and fan speed. In addition, the 
characteristic curve of the fan is also a major factor affecting the performance of the fan, the fan 
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provides air pressure (blower and export full pressure) should be able to call the loss of resistance 
along the way, and local resistance losses in the entire ventilation system air flow generated Fig.4 
and Fig.5 shown the inlet and exhaust fan characteristic curve. 

 
Fig.4 Characteristic curve of intake fan   

 
Fig.5 Characteristic curve of exhaust fan 

CRH380B models based on real data of  IC06 carriage and ventilation system as a data base, the 
establishment of a one-dimensional high-speed train carriage and ventilation system pipe network 
system as shown in Fig.6. 

. 

Fig.6 Carriage and ventilation systems model 

Conclusions 
Results of a vascular network system debugging requirements in one atmospheric environment, the 
new outlet flow, exhaust port flow, return air flow and air flow rate of each branch to meet design 
conditions. . Shown in two new air inlet flow were 0.1789m3 / s, the main air duct flow 1.2794m3 / 
s, the exhaust port flow 0.3571 m3 / s, the calculation results are consistent with the actual operating 
point of the ventilation system, and data such as shown in Tab.1. 

According to the results, the model parameter set reasonable, the results and the real operating 
point of the ventilation system are consistent, which demonstrates the reasonableness and accuracy 
of the simulation model. So we can use the modeling approach other conditions to predict the 
environmental conditions inside the train carriage. 
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Tab.1 The contrast table of the simulation results and the design working condition 
Parameters Design working condition Simulation results 

Fresh air volume 
(m3/h) 1200 1288.08 

Air inlet volume 
(m3/h) 4500 4605.84 

Air outlet volume 
(m3/h) 1200 1285.56 

Return air volume 
(m3/h) 3300 3320 

Air supply velocity 
(m/s) 2~5 2.5912 
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